March 20, 2019

The Honorable William P. Barr
Attorney General
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.
Washington, DC 20530

Dear Mr. Attorney General:

We write to request an update on the Justice Department’s investigation and prosecution of former Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Deputy Director Andrew McCabe. The Justice Department Office of Inspector General (DOJ OIG) referred McCabe’s lack of candor to the United States Attorney for the District of Columbia almost a year ago. McCabe’s pattern of lies to FBI and OIG officials was particularly troublesome because they were intended to cover up media leaks that would benefit McCabe personally and professionally. Especially in context of other outrageous conduct by senior FBI officials—including former Director James Comey, former FBI General Counsel James Baker, former FBI Deputy Assistant Director Peter Strzok, and former FBI assistant general counsel Lisa Page—public transparency about the McCabe referral is vital to restoring the FBI’s integrity.

McCabe became Acting Director of the FBI on May 9, 2017, upon the President’s termination of Comey. In this role, McCabe was part of a small group of senior Justice Department and FBI leadership determining what actions to take against the President for terminating Comey. According to McCabe, one of his first acts as Acting Director was to open
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an obstruction of justice investigation into the President for firing Comey. McCabe’s purported justification for the obstruction investigation was his belief the President’s removal of Comey was an attempt to obstruct the FBI’s investigation into Russian interference in the 2016 election.

At the time of Comey’s firing, the FBI had been investigating alleged Russian election interference for nearly a year. Former FBI lawyer Lisa Page and Director Comey both testified before the House Committees on Judiciary and Oversight and Government Reform that the FBI was unsure of the inquiry’s direction, even after a year of investigating. Notably, Comey testified, “We opened [the Russian counterintelligence investigation] in late July [2016], [but] didn’t know whether we had anything. In fact, when I was fired as director, I still didn’t know whether there was anything to it.” In light of this information, McCabe’s justification for opening an obstruction investigation appears to be pretextual for his true motive—retaliation for Comey’s termination.

McCabe’s actions here are consistent with his other questionable conduct during his FBI tenure. As the DOJ OIG reported, McCabe disclosed confidential investigative details to a media outlet “to advance his personal interests at the expense of Department leadership.” Specifically, to rebut what he believed to be an “incredibly damaging” narrative about himself, McCabe directed Page and another FBI employee to reveal information related to the FBI’s ongoing investigation of the Clinton Foundation investigation. By authorizing the leak, McCabe confirmed the existence of an active FBI investigation in violation of Departmental policies. When confronted by Department personnel about whether he was the source of the leak, McCabe concealed his misconduct by lying to Director Comey and by lying under oath to both the FBI’s Inspections Division personnel and the DOJ OIG. McCabe’s dishonesty ultimately resulted in his termination from the FBI, at the recommendation of career staff of the Office of Professional
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Responsibility,\textsuperscript{11} as well as a criminal referral for misleading federal investigators about his media leak.\textsuperscript{12}

As you begin the difficult process of restoring trust in the FBI, we believe accountability begins with transparency. We request you provide the Committee with the status of McCabe's criminal referral to the United States Attorney for the District of Columbia. Thank you for your attention to this important matter. Please contact Committee staff at (202) 225-5074 with any questions about this request.

Sincerely,

Jim Jordan  
Ranking Member

Mark Meadows  
Ranking Member  
Subcommittee on Government Operations

\textbf{cc:} The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings, Chairman, Committee on Oversight and Reform  
The Honorable Jerrold Nadler, Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary  
The Honorable Doug Collins, Ranking Member, Committee on the Judiciary  
The Honorable Michael Horowitz, Inspector General, Department of Justice  
The Honorable Jessie K. Liu, United States Attorney, United States Attorney's Office for the District of Columbia

\textsuperscript{11} \textit{Statement by Attorney General on firing of FBI's McCabe}, \textsc{Reuters} (March 17, 2018) ("... and based on the report of the Inspector General, the findings of the FBI Office of Professional Responsibility, and the recommendation of the Department's senior career official, I have terminated the employment of Andrew McCabe effective immediately.").  
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